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Abst rac t - -We provide sufficient conditions for the semilocal convergence of a family of two-step 
Steffensen's iterative methods on a Banach space. The main advantage of this family is that it does 
not need to evaluate neither any Fr4chet derivative nor any bilinear operator, but having a high speed 
of convergence. Some numerical experiments are also presented. (~) 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights 
reserved. 
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i. INTRODUCTION 
We consider the problem of approximating locally the unique solution x* of a nonlinear equation, 
f (x) = 0, (1) 
where f is a continuous operator defined on closed convex domain D of a Banach space E1 with 
values in a Banach space E2. 
We use the two-step Steffensen's method given by 
Yn = x~ - [gl (x~) ,g2 (x~) ; f ]  - i f  (x~),  (2) 
Xn+l - - - -yn - [g l (xn) ,g2(xn) ; f ] - l  f (yn) ,  n>O.  
to generate a sequence converging to x*. 
Here, [x, y; f] E L(E1, E2) is a divided difference of order one for the operator  f on the points x, 
y E D. If f is Fr4chet differentiable then, 
[z,y;f] = f ' ( z+t (y -z ) )  dt, Vz, y c D. (3) 
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In [1], it is proved that these type of divided differences are characterized by the following 
property 
Ix, y; f] = 2 Ix, 2y - x; f] - [y, 2y - x; f ] ,  
for all x, y E D, x # y, and 2y - x E D. 
In the numerical section, we give explicit expressions of some divided differences of this type 
in R ~. 
The operators gl : D C E1 ~ E2 and g2 : D c E1 -~ E2 are given and continuous on D. 
Several choices for gl and g2 are possible. 
1. Secant ype [2,3]: gl(x~) = x=-i  and g2(x~) = x~. 
2. Improved secant ype [4,5]: gl(x~) = x~ + a~(x~- i  - x~) and g2(xn) = x=, where am e 
(0, 1] is a control of the good approximation to the derivative. In order to control the 
stability in practice, the c~= can be computed, such that 
where tolc is related with the computer precision and tol~ is a free parameter. 
3. Steffensen's type ( f :  D C E1 --~ El): gi(x~) = x~ and g2(x~) = Xn + f (x~)  [2,6,7]. 
4. Improved Steffensen's type [8] (f  : D c E1 --~ El): gl(Xn) = Xn + f (xn)  and g2(x~) = 
zn ÷ c~nf(x~). In this case, tolc << Ila~f(z~)l[ _< tol~. 
On one hand, the Steffensen and secant forms of our scheme are related with the schemes 
studied in [9,10]. On the other hand, the full two-step version is related with the scheme analyzed 
in [11], that writes 
Yn = Xn -- [Xn,Yn--1;f] -1 f (Xn), (4) 
Xn+l =Yn--[Xn,Yn--1;f]-- l  f (yn) ,  n~O,  
starting from two initial guesses x0 and Y-1. 
In this collection of papers, as well as in the monograph [12], the authors present an unified 
theory of convergence based on the so-called "method of nondiscrete mathematical induction". 
The theory has been starting from paper [13] where the classical closed graph theorem and 
nonlinear mapping are studied. 
The basic idea is to define the rate of convergence as a function, not as a number, giving more 
information than the classical methods, which makes possible to give error estimates that are 
sharp even throughout the whole process. By the same token, the new rate of convergence is 
less intuitive and its computation could be more difficult than in the classical notion. In the 
present paper, we do not consider the "method of nondiscrete mathematical induction" in order 
to analyze the convergence of the scheme (2). 
In a different way, using the fixed-point theorem, the convergence of Steffensen's type methods 
has been analyzed by Argyros in [14]. We propose a semilocal theorem for the introduced iterative 
method (2), with a similar Argyros' strategy. 
As we will see in the numerical section, where we study the numerical behavior of scheme (2), 
considering our an correction have two advantages. First, it is an strategy to obtain numerical 
third-order without stability problems and without evaluating neither derivatives nor bilinear 
operators, and second, there are examples where the hypothesis of convergence are verified for 
the proposed iterative method (2), but not for the classical Steffensen's type schemes. 
2. CONVERGENCE ANALYS IS  
DEFINITION 1. The first-order divided difference of f on the points x, y C E1 is an applica- 
tion, [x, y; f] e L(E1, E2), which satis~es the following. 
1. [x, y; f](x - y) = f (x )  - f (y) ,  
2. if f is Frdchet differentiable, then, [x, x; f] = f ' (x) .  
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We consider the operator, P : D C E1 ~ E2, defined by 
P(x) : z - [g l ( z ) ,g2(z ) ; f ] - i  ( f ( z )+f (z - [g l ( z ) ,g2(z ) ; f ] - l f ( z ) ) ) ,  (5) 
in which case, method (2) can be written as 
xn+l=P(xn) ,  n_>0 (xoeD) .  (6) 
Let a, bl, b2, c, and a be nonnegative numbers. Let xo E D be, such that the inverse of 
[gl (xo) ,  g2 (x0) ; f ] ,  
exists on D. 
Define parameters d, 5, ~1,/~2, el, e2 by 
d = a(bl  +b2) ,  
= [gl (xo) ,g2  (xo) ; f ]  -1  f (x0) , 
Z~ = a Itxo - gi (~o)l l ,  
e = 2at +/~1 +/~2 + dr, 
IIx0 - g~ (~0)ll 
e~-  1 -b i  (0 _< bi < 1). 
Moreover, define the following real functions on [0, ~) ,  
t 
h l ( r )=r  d'  (7) 
h2 (r) = (1 - dr) 2 e + (1 - dr) (2a (er ÷ d) + ce) + c (~ (cr + d)) - (1 - dr) 3 , (8) 
h2 (r) 
h3 (r) = r (1 - dr) 3 + 5, (9) 
and 
h4 (r) = r - max (el, E2). 
For our convergence theorem, we assume there is an interval B, such that 
(10) 
and 
U (x0, r) C D, (15) 
for all r E B. 
Next, we show that this can happen. 
hi (r) < O, (II) 
h~ (<) < o, (12) 
h~ (~) ~_ O, (13) 
h4 (~) _> O, (14) 
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THEOREM 1. Let f : D C E1 -+ E2, gl : D C E1 -~ E2, and g2 : D C E1 --+ E2 be continuous 
operators, D closed convex subset of El, and El, E2 Banach spaces. Let Xo 6 D, such that exists 
Fo := [gl(xo), g2(xo); f]- l .  Assume the following. 
(a) f twice and gi, i = 1, 2, once Fr~chet differentiable on D. 
(b) there exist a, bl,b2,c > O, xo E D, such that 
[gl(xo),g2(xo);f]-l([x,Y;f]-[v,w;f]) ~a(ll~-vll+lly-wll), (16) 
llg~(=)- g~(y)ll-< b~ I1=- YlI, (17) 
llg=(~) - g=(y)ll <-- b2 ] ix - yll, (18) 
I l ro ( f (x )  - f(y))H <- ¢li x - y l l ,  (19)  
ilro([=, gl(X), gl(X); f]g~ (:I:) ÷ [x, g2(x), g2(x); f]g~(x))ll <_ ~, (20) 
for all x, y, v, w E D. 
(c) Conditions (11)-(I5) hold on some i~terwl B C R+ U {0}. 
Then, the following hold. 
1. 
IIP'(x)II _< c(r) < 1, (21) 
and 
for alI r e B, where 
6 
r -> ~c l  - (22) 
1 1 1 
c( r ) -  (t-ar)----7-Te + (1 dr " ~ -  ) (2a(c~r+6)+ce)+ (1 dr "~c-  ) (a(cr+6)) .  (23) 
2. P has a umque fixed-point x* in U(xo, r). 
3. Iteration xn+l = P(x~) (n >_ O) converges to x*. Moreover, the following error bound 
holds, for all n >_ O, 
IIx~- x*ll <c~(r ) r ,  feB .  (24) 
PROOF. Let x, gl(x), g2(x) e U(xo,r) (r e B). Using (3) and (5), we obtain 
P' (z) = I - ([gl (x),g2 (x); f ] - l )  ' (f (x) + f (y)) 
- [gl (~), g2 (~) ; f ] - i  (y  (~) + ( f  (y)),) 
= [g~ (x), ~ (x) ; f ] -~ [g~ (xo), g2 (~o); f] [gl (~o), g2 (xo) ; f ] -~ 
× ([gl (x),g2 (x) ; f] - f '  (x) - (f (y))' 
~o l f ' ' (g l (x )+t (g2(x)  gl(x)))(g~(x)+ (g~(x) t g~ (~))) dt 
• [gl (x), g2 (x) ; f ] - i  [gl (Xo), g~ (xo) ; f] [gl (x0), g2 (Xo) ; f ] - I  
• (f  (~) + f (y))) • 
(25) 
By (11), (16), (17), (18), and the following est imate ,  
[g~ (xo), g2 (xo) ; f ] - i  ([g~ (x), g2 (x) ;f] - [g~ (xo), g~ (xo) ; f]) [ 
<_ a (llgl (x) - gl (xo)N + Ilg2 (x) - g2 (xo)l]) <_ a (blr  + b2r) = dr  < 1, 
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and from the Banach lemma on invertible operators, [21, it follows that [gl(x),g2(x);f] -1 ex- 
ists ( x e U(xo, r)) (r e B) and that 
[gl (x), g2 (x) ; f ] - I  [gl (xo), g2 (xo) ; f] _< (1 - dr) -1 . (26) 
Conditions (17) and (18) imply that f ' (x )= Ix, x; f] (x e D) [2] and that 
[m (xo), g2 
_< a (llx - 
< a( l lx -  
+ IIx- 
<_ a(2r + 
Then, by (16)-(20) and (26), 
by 
(xo) ; f ] - I  (11 [gl (x), g2 (x) ; f] - Ix, x; f] II) 
g~ (~)11 + [Ix- g= (~)BI) 
~otl + lifo -g l  (~o)11 + tim (xo) -g l  (x)II (27) 
xoll + Ilxo - g2 (xo)ll + IIg~ (xo) - g2 (x)[I) 
Ilxo - gl (xo)il + Ilxo - g2 (xo)ll + (b~ + 55) r ) .  
the second member inside the brackets in (25) is bounded above 
a (1 - dr) -1 2 (cr + 5). (28) 
Moreover, 
(M (x) ,  ~2 (x) ; f ] -~  (M (x) ,  g~ (x) ; f] - [x, x;.f])  f, (y) 
= f' (u) (M (x), g2 (x) ; f] - i  M (xo), g~ (x0) ;f] 
× M (xo),g: (x0) ; f] -1 ([~1 (x),92 (~) ; f] - [~, ~; f]) 
- ( [g l (x) ,g2(x) ; f ] - l ) ' f (x ) )  
(Y) ([gl (x), g2 (x) ;/]-1 [gl (X0), ~2 (X0) ;/] f ,  
g~ (xo); f] -1 ( ([gl (x), g~ (x); f] - [~, ~; f]) X [gl (~o), 
- 3(01 f"  (gl (x) + t (g2 (x) - gl (x))) (g~ (x) + t (g~ (x) - g~ (x))) dt 
• [gl iX), g2 (X) ; f]-- i  [gl (XO), g2 (Xo) ; f] [gl (X0), g2 (Xo) ; / ] - i .  f (x))). 
Then, from (16)-(20), (27) and (26) we deduce, 
f ] - i  (f (y)), 1 [gl (xo),g2(xo); <C( l _dr )  2 ( (1 -dr )e+a(cr  +d)). (29) 
Finally, using relations (26)-(29), (25) gives 
lIP' (z)[[ __c(r) (r e B), 
where function c(r) is given by (23). From (11) and (12), it is easy to check that c(r) C [0, 1) and 
from (13) that (22) holds. 
On the other hand, it follows from (14), (22), and (2) (for n = 0), that 
IIx~ - xo [ I  _< (1  - -  c( r ) ) r  < r, 
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and 
which imply xl,  gl (xo), 92(xo) • U(x0, r). 
Assume for all positive integers maller or equal to n that 
i = 1, 2, 
x~eU(xo,~), IIx,~-xoil~(1-PO-))r<r. 
First, for i = i, 2, we get 
IIg, (~)  - =oll <- IIg, (x~) - g, (xo) l l  + llg, (~0) - xoll 
_< b, IIx,, - xoll + IIg, (Xo)  - xoll 
<__ b~. + IIg~ (=o)  - xoll <_ r (by  (14) ) .  
That is, g~(xn) • U(xo,r), i = 1, 2. 
Using (6) and (21), we obtain 
[Ix,~+~ - =~11 = lip (~n) - P (~,~-~)11 
< max tlP'(Y)II I I x . -=~- l l l  - y~[x.-1,x~] 
<_ c(r) l]xn - x,,_lt[ (r e B) .  
(30)  
By an induction strategy, we have 
t l=n+~ - xnl l  ~ ~ (r)t lXl  - =otl = c ~ ( r ) (1  - e ~ (~))~ 
and 
I Ix, ,+~ - xoll _< i lx,~+l - x,, l l  + I1=,, - ~:oll 
_< e" (,') (1 - ~ ( , ' ) )  ,- + (~ - c '~ (,-)) ,- 
: (1 - c n+l  (r)) r _< r. 
That is, x~ • U(xo,r) and ]lx~ -x011 _< (1 - c~( r ) ) r  <_ r, for all n. 
From (30), now, we obtain 
IlXn+~-x~II ~ (1-  c~ (T)) cn (r)r. (31) 
In particular, {xn} is a Cauchy sequence in the Banach space E1 and therefore, exists x* = 
limn-~oo xn. 
Using the continuity of f,  gl, and 92, (6) gives P(x*) = x*. 
To show the uniqueness, assume y* • U(xo, r) and P(y*) -- y*. Then, 
[ I x* -y* l l= l IP (  x* ) -P (y* ) I I<-  sup ILP'(z)[ I I I x* -y* lL<_c( r )  tl x*-y*l[, 
zc[x*,y*] 
since c(r) < 1, we deduce x* = y*. 
Finally, taking m -~ c~ in (31), we obtain (24). 
That completes the proof of the theorem. 
3. NUMERICAL  ANALYS IS  
We start with a simple example that shows the convergence hypothesis. Let the real equation 
f (x)  = x - x 2, defined in [-0.1, 0.1] and xo = 0.01. 
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Taking for instance, g l (x )  = x and g2(x) = x - f (x) ,  it is easy to check that  
a = 1.010203, 
bl = 0.2, 
b~ = 1, 
c = 1.4546923, 
d = 1.2122436, 
a = 1.7061206, 
f~l = 0, 
/32 = 0.010001, 
E1 : O, 
C~ = 0.012375, 
Then,  condit ions (11)-(14) are verified, for all r E [0.0154232, 0.0342567]. 
In general, since 
P :  U (z0, r) --* U (x0, r) 
is a contract ion with contract ion factor c(r) < 1, and using the contract ion mapping principle [2], 
the region of accessibil ity to x* can be extended also to a ball around xo in a different way. 
THEOREM 2. Under the hypothes is  o f  Theorem 1 i terat ion Y,~+I = P(Yn) ,  Yo E U(xo, r) (r E B) 
converges to x*. Moreover,  the fo l lowing error bounds  hold, for a11 n > O, 
and 
e" (,') 
IIx*-Ynll ~ 1=~(~')IlY~-Yoll 
II~* - y~fl -< : (~)II: - yoll. 
We refer [14] for more details. 
In order to show the performance of the introduced method,  we have tested it on the results 
obta ined for the zeros of some equations. We compare the classical Steffensen's method and 
method (2), that  we denote M(a) ,  taking g l (x )  = x and g2(x) = x - ~f (x ) .  
On the other hand, using Taylor expansion, the M(a)  methods can be wr i t ten as 
)) x~+l=x.- 1+~ :(x.)+O(L:(x~? f(x~) (x~)' 
where 
Lf (x) = f' (x) -I f" (x) f' (x) -~ f (x). 
Thus, they are third-order methods for simple roots [15]. 
In  Table 1, we study the equat ion x2 - x = 0, for different init ial  data, we compute the error 
unt i l  obta in  convergence, the best results are obtained with the method M(10-8) .  We can see 
numerical ly  the order three. 
Table 1. Error, f(x) = x 2 - x, xo = 0.01. 
Iter. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Steff. M(1) M(10 -s) 
2.05e - 04 6.37e - 06 2.09e - 06 
8.41e - 08 1.55e - 15 1.83e - 17 
1.41e - 14 2.17e - 44 6.84e - 49 
3.99e - 28 0 0 
0 
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Table2. Error, f(x) = x 2+20x xo=0.1.  
Iter. 
1 
2 
3 
Steff. M(1) M(10 -s )  
9.50e - 03 9.41e - 04 4.89e - 06 
9.38e - 05 9.61e - 10 5.84e - 19 
9.24e - 09 1.02e - 27 0 
8.97e- 17 0 
1.23e - 32 
Table 3. Error, f(x) = x 2 + 200x, x0 = 1. 
Steff. M(1) MOO -s  ) 
5.01e -- 01 2.52e -- 01 4.89e -- 05 
1.68e -- 01 1.03e -- 02 5.84e -- 18 
2.42e -- 02 1.09e -- 06 0 
5.77e -- 04 1.32e -- i8 
3.34e - 07 0 
1.12e - 13 
1.26e - 26 
0 
Iter. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
In  Tables 2 and  3, we consider 
x 2 + 20x = 0 and  x 2 + 200x = 0, 
respectively.  We obta in  the  same good results,  for a = 10 - s ,  but  we observe some diff iculty w i th  
the  first i te rat ions  for the  o ther  methods  in 3, where  If(xo)l is not  smal l  enough.  In  the  second 
case, only  the  proposed  i terat ive  method (2) verifies the  convergence hypothes is  and  obta in  the  
desired accuracy in all the  i terat ions.  
Before giv ing examples  in several  d imens ions,  we present  a ~iv ided dif ference [u, v; F] of a 
non l inear  operator  F : D c R ~ -~ R n. 
Fi (U(1) , . . . ,U  (j),v(jq-1),. ,. ,v  (n)) -- ~i (U(1), - - . ,u ( j -1 ) ,v ( j ) ,  . . . , v (n ) )  
[% v; F]i j = u(J) -- v(J) 
Next ,  we consider  quadrat i c  equat ions  of the  type  
f (x) = z 'Ax  +Bx + C = O, (32) 
where 
d im (A) = (n x n)  xn ,  
d im(B)  = n x n, 
and  
d im (C)  = d im (x) = n. 
The  above k ind  of equat ions  may come from the  d iscret i zat ion  of equ i l ib r ium problems,  where 
in teract ing  forces between part ic les  determine  the  output .  However,  the  actua l  case we are going 
to ana lyze is p repared  to get an  exact  so lut ion in order  to  make it  easy the  eva luat ion  of the  
errors. We randomly  generate  A and  B,  and  then,  we determine  C, such that  
x* (i) = 2, i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,n ,  
is a so lut ion  of (32). 
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Table 4. x0 = 2.2, x* --- 2, l c¢ -  error 
Iterations M(10 -s) 
1 2.15e - 03 
2 4.84e - 09 
3 7.89e - 13 
4 0 
nonlinear system (32). 
Halley 
1.25e - 03 
4.31e - 10 
2.00e- 13 
0 
21 
Note that the second Fr~chet derivative is constant, 
f"(x) =A+A' .  
In Table 4, we consider n = 100 for different initial data. 
method, (1 (1)_1) 
x~+l = xn - I + ~Lf  (xn) I - ~Lf  (x~) f -1  (x~) f (x~). 
Accuracy is similar for both schemes. 
Finally, let us consider the Hammerstein equation, 
We compute classical Halley's 
(33) 
1 if01 s 1 x (s) -- 1 - ~ t + s x (t~ dt, s • [0, 1], (34) 
studied in [16]. 
Using the trapezoidal  rule of integration with step h = 1/m,  we obtain the following system of 
nonlinear equations, for i = 0, 1 , . . . ,  m, 
2t i  +t in  x m]  ' (35) 
where tj = j /m.  
x i - 1 + -~m t~ + to x 0 ti + tk x k 0 
+ 
k=0 
In this case, the second Fr~chet derivative is diagonal by blocks. 
We consider m = 20 in the quadrature trapezoidal formula. In Table 5, we compare the 
obtained results with the iterative scheme (2) and classical Halley's iterative scheme. Wi th  both 
schemes, we obtain third-order convergence. 
Table 5. xo = 1.5, loo - error, m = 20, nonlinear system (35). 
Iterations M(10 -s ) Halley 
1 4 .30e  - 03 1.75e - 02 
2 4.06e - 09 1.03e - 06 
3 0 0 I 
In the two last examples, we remark that the classical third-order methods, like Halley's 
schemes (33), use the evaluation of the second Fr~chet derivative. The methods evaluating second 
derivative, in general, only are competit ive when the order of the system is small or the evaluation 
of the second derivative (bilinear operator) is not more expensive than the evaluation of several 
values of the original function. Thus, in general, it is preferred the introduced method (2). 
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